THE YEAR IN PEO
OH, THE HUMANITY!
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Apparently intent on becoming the “Coolest Pope Ever,” Pope
Francis is elected as the 266th Bishop of Rome. He wasted no
time shattering precedents, calling for respect for non-Catholic
faiths, championing help for the poor and embracing women
and homosexuals within the Church. We expect to report his
assassination attempt in the near future.
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LADIES GET LAUGHS

NOT TOO SHABBY

Tina Fey and Amy Poehler host the 70th
Golden Globe Awards. See? There are
funny women. I knew I wasn’t alone.

PHILANTHROPY 101

Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, Google’s Sergey Brin
and entrepreneur Yuri Milner establish the Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences to reward 11 outstanding individuals with prizes of $3 million each.
How thoughtful of these three bazillionaires to dish
out .0001 percent of their collective net worth!

MEH...
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Jennifer Lawrence wins Best Actress at the 85th Academy Awards. She seems consistently compelled to apprise
us of her gastrointestinal issues, and I’m pretty sure she
got the Oscar for best playing the role of “Angry/Crazy
Woman #1” (written by a boy, coincidentally). But she
was pretty adorable when she fell down in her Dior.

LANCE ARMSTRONG
COMES CLEAN

UGH!
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Iconic cyclist Lance Armstrong finally grows a
pair (ahem) and admits to doping throughout his career. Oprah Winfrey cashes in on
this sudden burst of honesty as millions
tune in to watch her interview with the
humbled athlete.

THE TWERK HEA
‘ROUND THE WO

Miley Cyrus and Robin Thicke
at the MTV Video Music Awa
when lip-synching was a scan

Miley Cyrus and Robin Thicke
at the MTV Video Music Awa
wanted to rate this one a litt
wife said “no.”

OPLE

As seen in most of the annals of human history, we’ve
flexed through our ups and downs in 2013. We’ve laid out
some notable examples of highs and lows from this year’s
catalog, arranged by MALE and FEMALE, just for fun.

MARRIAGE EQUALITY
IN THE MIDWEST

Minnesota becomes one of the first states in the Midwest to bring
marriage equality bill into law. And this while chockablock full of
Republicans. Like, Michele Bachmann-style Republicans.

LIVE TO TELL THE STORY
Malala Yousafzai, the young activist who survived
being shot by the Taliban, co-writes her memoir “I
Am Malala.” She survived an assassination attempt
AND she wrote a book? Well, I do believe I have a
new superheroine.

Minnesota becomes one of the first states in the Midwest to bring
marriage equality bill into law. Now, all couples will be legally
ermitted to enter into the discussion as to whether or not the
ishwasher is full enough to constitute running.
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MISS DAVIS GOES TO AUSTIN
Texas State Senator Wendy Davis’ 11-hour filibuster helps to defeat a controversial anti-abortion bill.
#SB5 #StandWithWendy
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JUST GOING FOR A SWIM
Diana Nyad swims from Cuba to Florida,
unassisted, in less than 53 hours. She did cry
a lot, though.

THE LITTLEST SUPERHERO
The citizens of San Francisco come together to transform their town
into Gotham City for a day, providing 5-year-old leukemia patient
Miles Scott the opportunity to fight crime as his alter ego Batkid. He
thwarted the plots of the Riddler and the Penguin, saved a damsel in
distress and made my wife cry. Yeah, he had a pretty full day.

CRACKING THE MAYOR
Ever get so drunk you just have to smoke a
little crack? Toronto Mayor Rob Ford has. After
months of speculation about a video of him
doing just that, Ford fesses up to using the
drug in “one of [his] drunken stupors.”
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